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ABSTRACT. Tho algebraic exproBsiuiiB for the oscillator strengths of the elofarn 
quadrupole transitions in octahedral complexes have boon derived, Tho oscillator str<wigUi 
of a parti(!ular transition has been shown to bo dependent on and the energy separn-
tion of tho two states in which the transition is taking place. A misconception regarding
< r3 >  has boon pointed out, though fortunately it does not ofToct too much the magnitu(l<*H 
for the oscillator strengths.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
In  this paper we derive the expressions for the oscillator strengths of the cIca - 
trie quadrupole transitions of 3, 4, 5;rt == 1, 2, . 9 )  octaluxlral complexes.
I t  is well-known that the oscillator strength of an electric quadrupole transition 
is of the order of 10~® and therefore much too small compared to that of chvt ric 
dipole ( /  ^  10~  ^to 10-^) and magnetic dipole ( /  10-“  ^to 10~®) transitions. But
it may become important in those cases whore the electric dipole or magrudh- 
dipole transitions vanish or are abnormally low. W('- have also derived the alg(^ l>- 
raic expressions for the oscillator strengths of electric and magnetic dipole transi­
tions which will be published, shortly. The < r^ >  have been calculated using 
(a) hydrogenic, (b) Slater, (c) Richardson-Watson’s wave functions. Thor(‘ is 
a misconception regarding such calculations for the crystalline complexes wJiidi 
has been cleared up. The details of this misconception has been discussed in 
details in the next chapter.
T H E O R Y
The oscillator strength for the electric quadrupole transition is given by 
(Griffith, 1961)
73
27t2vc s  |< o |r ,  jp,+r, i),16>l* (1)5mh
where i and j  are the three components of the vectors, Eqn. (1) can be reduced 
to the standard form by using the relation
(Ea—Ei) < a | l ^ |6 >  =  J -  < a | ( —1 ^ / ) |6 > ( 2)m
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Eqn. (2) is valid provided the eigen functions a and b are the exact solutions of the 
Schrodingcr’s equation and therefore strictly valid for a single electron in a central 
force field (the hydrogen atom problem). Using Eqn. (2), we get
< «  I n  P i+rj Pi 1 &> =- 27rimv«6<a | r, rj - J \ b>
=  -2 7 rm v a » < a  | Nt} | b> (3)
where N{) is the quadrupole tensor and v is the energy difference in cm-^ between 
the ground and the excited state under consideration. The quadrupole tensor 
—► for a single electron has for its components xyy yZy zx and x^—y ,^
In octahedral symmetry 0*, (xy, yz,zx) form a basis for and {x^—y^, z*—l/3r®) 
form a basis for eg. The quadnipole tensor for n electrons, therefore, has off- 
diagonal elements which form a basis for T^g and diagonal elements forming a 
basis for Eg. I t  can be easily shown that the diagonal elements vanish between 
fh(' ground term and all the excited terms. We are therefore loft with only 
T^ g- Thus our Eqn. (3) can be written as.
< a\riP j +  r jp i\b >  ~  — 2niima„ < a | r * 1 6 >
The Hamiltonian for Eqn. (2) is given by
J? =  S ( - L pt*- ^  ] +t - i  \ 2m rje }
n „22k<\ ric\
(4)
(6)
where pic is the momentum vector of the A:-th electron and its distance from the 
micleus, ni the mass of the electron, —e its charge,+ Zc the charge on the nucleus 
and the distance from the k-th to the A-th electron. I t  is important to note 
that in the above Hamiltonian there is no term representing the potential energy 
foi the crystalline electric field of a particular sj^mmetry.
We now test the equivalence of both sides of Eqn. (4) by using the different 
types of wave functions i.e., the hydrogenic, Slater’s or Hartree-Fock self consis­
tent wave functions. We, however, notice in Eqn. (4) that the R.H.S. is always 
non-vanishing for crystalline complexes. When an ion enters into a crystalline 
complex with the ligands (negatively charged dipoles) surrounding it in a particular 
symmetry then there will be splitting of tiie energy levels of the ion due to the 
cl(!otrostatic interaction of the crystal field produced by the ligands (Bethe, 1929). 
For example, when Ti®+(3d )^ forms an octahedral complex, the 3tf-state of the ion 
splits up into Eg (doublet) and Tzg (Triplet). The mean energy separation of 
Eg and T^g is written as 10 Dq. This is our Vae, in Eqn. (4) which is always non­
zero for crystalline complexes. The matrix element <!a | 16>- is also non-zero
because this is nothing but over the states a and b. Thus the R. H.S. of
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Eqii. (4) is non-vanishing irrespective of the form of the wave functions chosen. 
Now, the matrix element on the L.H.S. of Eqn. (4) can bo shown to be
00 00
r ( “  [ f * ]i («)
after performing the angular int(^gration with the wave functions
a{Eg type)
HTgg tyi)c)
n^) r.®
u'(r)
r
and u'{r) =  rR'(r)
..(7)
where u(r) rB{r)
and the radial and angular wave functions are already normalized separately.
The reason for writing the two different radial functions for Eg and is 
that the Eg and wave functions intcjact differently with the (uibic field 
(Watson, 1960). If, however, we assume the same radial function forbotlw; 
and 6 (which is the usual practice), then 3(i shell is splu^rical and will not iritenict 
v^ dth the (nbic fiedd. This can be easily verified by integrating the integral in 
Eqn. (6) by parts assuming t (^r) — ?/'(r)> whence the third bracketed expression 
in Eqn. (6) is identically zero and this is true for all the three types of wave- 
functions (i.e., hydrogenic, Slater’s and H-F wave functions). This JU(‘ans 
that tJie L.H.S. of Eqn. (4) goes to zero when the R.H.S. remains non-vanishing 
alw'ays. TJms it is proved that Eqn. (4) does no longer hold good for the (nystal- 
line eompleses. The physical reason of such inequivalence (ian be understood 
from the following arguments. The above mentioned wave functions are triu‘ for 
an atom or ion but when this atom or ion forms a crystalline complex with tin* 
ligands then these wave functions are hound to be distorted due to the ciystalliiK* 
electric field created by the neighl)Ouring ligands or in otlier weirds, the radial 
distribution of the electrons of the central ion gets somewliat altered and in any 
accurate calculation of the properties of such crystalline complexes we must us<‘ 
the accurate wave functions if tht\y are available.
One method of constructing such wave functions would obviously be to start 
with the hydrogen atom problem after including in the total Hamiltonian a term 
containing the potential energy due to the crystal field and then try to solve the 
differential equation for the radial distribution which will now have different 
solution because of the crystal potential we have included. An analytical solu­
tion even for a single electron (the many electron solution would bo enormously 
difl&cult to obtain) would be difficult to get but the numerical solution can be
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obtained with the help of an electronic computer. In one case such wave fuctions 
have been obtained by Watson (1960) and this is for Mn*+(3d®) in cubic field. 
In this case he has shown that the radial wave functions for Eg and would be 
different and he has found a very close agreement with experiment in his calcula­
tion for lODq, including the sign of Dq (Kleiner, 1952). Tlie wave fimctio are
Usz^-rHr) =
+Pi4^i4»'®«xp(-Zi4r)-fpijiVi5r»exp(-Zi6r) . .  (8)
«'»»('■ ) =  ‘‘XP exp (- - Zi,r)
+P'i4-^i4r® exp ( - Z i 4r)+p\^N,^r^ exp ( -Z ^ r)
The magnitudes of ^ 12, P'm et(i. are given in ids paper (Watson, 1960) 
and we do not mention them liere.
Uning the above functions we have calculated both the sides of Eqn. (3) 
and find that the non-vanishing equivalence of Eqn. (4) is fully maintained.
Hence before calculating the oscillator strengths of tlu‘ electric quadrupole 
transitions we must remcmiber that we are using the corro(;t crystal field wave 
functions in which case only we can proceed to calculate the R.H.S. of Eqn. (4). 
The matrix element < r^ >  on the right hand side of Eqn. (4) does not vary too 
much (within 2%) whether we use the free ion wave funt^tions or the cubic field 
wave functions. The following Table I gives the magnitudes of the radial i)art 
of the matrix (dement in atomics units for the different type of wave functions 
chosen :
TABLE I
Type of wave function
1. Hydrogonic or Slater
2. Hartree-Fock
3. WatHon’e Cubic Field
< a l r, rj\ 6>  
in A.U.
4.01780
I 54803
1.53955
It is evident from Table I  that if we calculate the oscillator strengths using Hydro- 
genic or Slater's wave functions then the calculated values (rfthe oscillator strengths 
would be about five times larger than those (‘alciilatc^d with Hartrin^-Fock or 
Watson’s cubic field wave functions.
Inserting Eqn. (4) in Eqn. (1), we get,
STj^my^c/ - 5h (ft)
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wher<^  7/ is the psendo-vector (yz, zx, xy).
Using Slater’s determiiiantal wave functions and in the strong field approximation, 
the n elo(ttron matrix element is reduced ultimately to that of a single electron. 
The oscillator strength is then calculated in the usual way from Eqn. (9), where 
we use th(  ^ following integrals :
<yz I y I z»> =  w <  ** I ’ZI **—y“> -  A < r* >  7 M
7 <  ^ y \ v \**> 7 \/3  H
<  I '71 z* >  = - < r* >7 V 5 ^  w < xy\ri\ -ya> =  0
where
< r“2> -  J R%a(rydr (/f == 3, 4, 5)ibi 0 ( 10)
In Tables IIA, IIB  and IIC, we have? presented the values of < r^ >  for k -- 3kd
4, 5 for different values of E^ff in the approximations (a) and (b) calculatod<r^^M
also in the approximation (v), since the RCF wave functions of Richardson et al,
(Richardson 1962, 1963) are available only for 3d^ ions. The Table II I  gives
the algebraic expressions for the oscillator .Strengths of the electric quadrupolc
transitions for the different configurations kd^{k =  3, 4, 5; — 1 through 9).
For a particular value of k and n and for a particular (M)mplex, the oscillator strength
for a particular transition can b(j immediately obtained from Eqn. (9) by inserting
the proper values for v, the energy difference in cm ~^ and <r^>  from the Tableskd
IIA, IIB  and IIC into Table III. Lastly in Table IV  we present a few magnitudes 
of the oscillator strengths of the electric quaflrupole transitions for aquo eomj^loxes 
of the transition metal ions. The experimental energy separation, v, between 
which the transition is taking place has been obtained mostly- from Ballhauseii 
(1962) and Jorgensen (1954, 1955) and also from current literatures. In our
calculations we have taken <r^>sd from Table IIA obtained by using Richardson 
et al. wave functions.
From Table IV it is evident that the oscillator strengths are very small com­
pared to those of the electric dipole ( / ~  10“®—10“ )^ and magnetic dipole 
( / ^  10“®—10'“®) transitions. Since there is no experimental data available 
on these transitions a t the present wo cannot compare our theoretical values.
O n  t h e .  E l e c t r i c - Q u a d r u p o l e  T r a n s i t i o n s ,  e t c .  
TABLE HA
Variation of ^*// Hydrogenic, or S later-and
Richardson et al. wave function.
e o 7
Z tt f
< r “>3(t using hydrogo- nic or Slater wave function Ions
< r “>3dusing wave func­tion ofKichardson c/ at
1. 3 .6 2.880634X 10-“ Xi3+ 0.239096X 10-“2. 4 .0 2.206409 X 10-“ ya h 0. 212284 X 10-i«3. 6 .0 1.411462X 10-“ y2+ 0.240972X 10-“4. 6 .6 0 .836 18 4x 10-“ Ci.3+ 0.191940X 10-“6. 7 .5 0.627316X 10-“ Cr^+ 0.21480X 10-“6. 8 .6 0 .488 39 5x 10-“ 0.173456x10"“7. 9 .6 0.390986X 10-“ Mri2+ 0.192286X 10-“0.157285X l0 -“F o2+ 0.173982X 1 0 “Co3^ 0.143282x10-“Co+2 0.156598 xl0->6Ni»+ 0.142880x10-“Cu2+ 0.120423X 10-“
TABLE IIB
< r® > 4d Using Hj^drogenii^ and Slater WavefunetioiiK with Varying Z,jy
<*•=>44Using HydrogenicW.f.
<*•“>.<1Using Slater w.f.
4 .0 8.821638X 10-“ 4.730088X 10-“6 .0 5.646848X 10"“ 3.027256X 10-“6 .0 3.920728 Xl0-«® 2.102261X 10"“7 ,0 2.880534X10-"« 1.644618X 10-“8 .0 2.206409 X 10-“ 1.182522 X 10-“9 .0 1.742545X10"“ 0.934338x10-“10.0 1.411462 X 10-»8 0.766814x10-“12.0 0.980182X 10-“ 0 .525665x10-“
TABLE l i e
Using Hydrogenic and Slater Wavefunctions 
with Varying Ztjj
Z,tt / <r®>6(iU sing Hydrogenic  w.f.
4 .0 2 3 .6 2 9 3 8 7 x 1 0 -“6 .0 1 6 .1 2 2 8 0 8 x 1 0 -“6 .0 1 0 .5 0 1 9 5 0 x 1 0 -“7 ,0 7 .7 1 6 7 1 8 x 1 0 -“8 .0 6 .9 0 7 3 4 6 X 10-“9 .0 4 .6 6 7 6 3 3 x 1 0 -“1 0 .0 3 .7 8 0 7 0 2 x 1 0 -“1 2 .0 2 .6 2 6 4 8 7 x 1 0 -“
<r®>6iiUsing Slater w.f.
6.301170X  4.0.32748 X 2 .8 0 0 6 2 0 X 2 .0 57 6 2 4 X 1 .576292X 1 .244676X 1 .008187X 0 .7 00 1 3 0 X
10-“10-1610-1610-1610-1610-16
1 0 -1 6
10-“
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T A B L E  m
T he oscillator strengths o f  electric-quadrupole tran sition s o f  
octahedral k d ’* com pleses
T ran sition  (g-*- g) T h e O soilator Stren^^hC onfiguration (G round S ta te —»■ / ( E q n .  9)E x c ite d  S t)
kd^ ^Ta-*^1C 32735
7r*mv®c
h
kd^ 16245
7T*mv c^
h~ '
16
736 ~h ~
kd^ 32 n^msi’^ c245 h
kd^ 322205
n^m y^c
h
32
2205
TT^ mv^ c
h
32
2205
Tf^mv^c
~ ~ h ~
8
736
7r*mv®c
fT ~
8
246’
TT^mp^C
- I T
8
246
TT^ mv^ C
h *
8
736 ~ h ~
16
245
n^m>Pc
h
kd^ 322205
r^*mv®c
h
32
^ 5 h
kd
<r»>= k d
T A B L E  I I I  (C ontinued)
Transition (jr-* (?) Tho Oscillator Strength
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Configuration (Ground State - Excited St)
fed"
Ta{ta/('*r,)«,“(M,)}
fed’ =*E-^a2’i<i>{<aa®(“2’a)ep=*(‘^ )} 
-  “Ti<“>l<2/(“rs)c„“(Ma)}
id ’ *rd<a»'*(“2’2)e.*(®^ a)}
/(Eqn. 9)
m s
71 mv-c; ^-a-^2~hr <*^>*<«
8
245
8
245
8
245 TT^ mv^ C ^ “5“^ 2“ “S—
8 TT^ mv^ c
64
245 w<mv®c -;;5>2
32
735 ^ W c  ^ ^ > a .
8
245 h
8
245
v * m ^ c
8
246
,r«mv3c
h
8
245
, r W c
h
16
735
7r^ w»v®c
h
-**rx{ta,V!Tx)«,®(*i?)} 16245 h
kd^ 32245
n^my^c
h
kd^ 16246
ri4mv®o
h
<r®>*M
»4
<r»>»
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TABLE IV
The electric quadrupole oscillator strengths for the 3d* transition metal
ion aquo complexes
EnergyConfiguration 6Ion Complex Transition difference f x  10®{g-*g) (cm-*)
3d* Ti»+ Ti(HjO)6H ®Ta-*-®E 20,300 0.0835
3d® v®+ V(HaO)e®^ 26,200 0.1890
17,100 0.0198
3d® OH Cr(H20)«®‘ 24,600 0.0284
3d« Fe®+ Fc(HaO)s®+ »E 10,400 0.0069
3d® Co®+ Co(H20)e®^ 8,200 0.0011
20,000 0.0514
3d» Ni®+ NilH^OjeH 14,7(10 0.0339
3d» Cu®+ Cu(H*0)e®+ 12,600 0.0076
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